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1) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

This is an extension of AsPredicted #3173 (“Predicted vs. actual consent with a phone search request”). Our primary prediction is that a larger
proportion of study participants will grant an experimenter unsupervised access to their unlocked personal cell phones than a separate group of study
participants will predict. For the guessers, we are incentivizing accuracy by paying $1 if they guess correctly what the previous participant had done in
response to the request.

2) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Our main dependent measure is compliance with a search request (dichotomous: yes/no). In the Actual Request condition, this is a behavioral
measure of whether participants actually comply with a search request. In the Incentivized Prediction condition, the measure corresponds to whether
participants guess that an anonymous previous participant complied with the same request (yes/no). We will also ask all participants to estimate the
percentage of study participants who will comply with this request over the course of the study, assuming N = 100. In addition, we will ask how
participants felt when faced with the request, using a series of five 7-point scales (i.e., How easy, comfortable, awkward, pressured, and free to say no
or yes did you/the other participant feel in this scenario?). 

We are also asking seven new questions (also on 7-point scales) that probe what was on participants’ minds when faced with this request: did they
consider the risks, the possibility of offending the experimenter, the effect on their payment, did they think at all? Did they feel duty-bound to agree?
Did they trust the experimenter? We also asked open-ended questions about why participants complied with or declined the request. Finally, we
asked participants questions about how they themselves use their phones, how comfortable they are generally with the thought of someone going
through their phones, and a series of demographic questions.

3) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Two conditions: Actual Request and Incentivized Prediction

4) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We hypothesize that predictors will underestimate compliance, even when incentivized to get it right. To test this, we’ll conduct a chi-square test
comparing the predicted rate of compliance in the Incentivized Prediction condition to the actual rate of compliance in the Actual Request condition.
In addition, as a measure of how accurate the Incentivized Prediction condition was in their guesses, we will compare their success rate to chance,
using a chi square goodness-of-fit test. We will also compare the estimated rates of compliance across the two conditions. We anticipate that
participants in the Actual Request condition will give higher estimates of compliance than those in the Incentivized Prediction condition. Finally, we will
compare the average estimated rate of compliance in each condition to the true rate of compliance we observed among our Actual Request
participants, which will be calculated at the end of the study. We predict that the average estimate from the Incentivized Prediction group will be lower
than the true compliance rate. We have no prediction about how the average estimate from the Actual Request group will compare to the true
compliance rate.

5) Any secondary analyses?

We have a directional prediction that participants in the Incentivized Prediction condition will indicate that participants felt more freedom, more ease,
more comfort, less pressure, and less awkwardness at the prospect of saying “no” than those in the Actual Request condition will report actually
feeling. As in our previous two studies, we will combine these 5 measures into a single composite measure (reverse-scoring the pressured and
awkward variables). We will perform a one-tailed t-test comparing the Actual Request and Incentivized Prediction conditions on this variable. 
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For the seven new variables, we will conduct seven separate t-tests unless a principal components analysis justifies treating them as fewer variables.
The t-tests will be two-tailed, because we do not have directional hypotheses.

6) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size?

No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the number will be determined.
We will offer the study until 100 Ps have participated, or until August 15th, 2017, whichever comes first.

7) Anything else you would like to pre-register? 

(e.g., data exclusions, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
We will exclude participants who (a) do not have a phone, (b) have an inaccessible phone (e.g., out of batteries, everything in a foreign language), (c)
recognize the experimenter from another context, or (d) report having heard details of the study prior to participating.

8) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet
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